


ACCESSORIES
& 

DOOR FURNITURE
Assa offers the widest range of hardware in the market for secure, 

functional and decorative use. 

The range also includes a wide selection of emergency exit hardware 

for applications with high requirements.
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Epok lever handles have the following features:
The sprung handles are equipped with a built-in return spring that helps the return spring of the lock case 
to keep the handle in a horizontal position.
This feature is by defi nition not included in the unsprung handles.
Rose Ø 52 mm.
The two handle halves are linked by an exchangeable through-going square spindle and screws. The 
square spindle and the screws are avalible in different lengths for different door thicknesses.
Material: Brass

Handles without return springs fi ts Assa modular/Evolution lock cases irrespective of the angle from the 
horizontal plane (not 35 mm backset).

When assembled with lock case 446 use 4 mm Ø  screw instead of the standard 5 mm Ø.

Sprung Lever Handles, Epok-series

1899

The design of this lever handle is new but with an inheritance from the turn of the 
last century. It’s a combination of the drop shaped lever handles and the egg shaped 
knobs, both very popular at the time. In addition the handle features a T-shaped neck. 
The heavy image and slightly exaggerated design is ideal for use in both old and new 
houses built in Art Nouveau or national romantic style. Polished brass is probably 
the best choice of fi nish when it comes to renovating old buildings. In contemporary 
buildings, the coloured handles provide lots of other possibilities.

Finish
Handle neck: nickel-plated, satin chrome, bright chrome, satin brass, polished brass 
and miralloy.
Grip: white (RAL 1013), black (RAL 8022) or green (RAL 6028) powder lacquered 
alternatively nickel-plated, satin chrome, bright chrome, satin brass, polished brass 
or miralloy.

1918

This lever handle clearly shows infl uences from this time, although it’s slightly heavier 
and the design is more distinct. Thanks to the timeless elegance of the handle 
it may be used in practically any building, as long as the architecture is similarly 
elegant and timeless. Suitable for use in all modern-style houses with the exception 
of those that represent extreme functionalism.

Finish
Nickel-plated, satin chrome, bright chrome, satin brass, polished brass, 
brown anodised or miralloy.

Polished brass / blackPolished brass / black

Polished brass

Polished brass / greenPolished brass / green

Polished brass / white

Satin brassSatin brass

Bright nickel

Polished brass

Brown anodised

Lever Handles, Epok
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1930

This lever handle is in a way a cross-breed between two previously incompatible 
design periods. Partly 1880 and 1890’s bud-like tubular handle and the 1930’s simple 
modernistic handle. With a brass neck and black / white grip the handle suits the 
style of the late 19th century. With a bright neck and black grip it suits the 1930’s 
functionalism and its modern successors. The combination of bright neck and white 
grip brings us to the 1940’s, whereas simple bright or the combination bright/brass 
are more modernistic. Hence, by mixing colour and fi nish this handle can suit many 
different periods.

Finish
Handle neck: nickel-plated, satin chrome, bright chrome, satin brass, polished brass 
and miralloy.
Grip: white (RAL 1013), black (RAL 8022) or green (RAL 6028) powder lacquer 
alternatively nickel-plated, satin chrome, bright chrome, satin brass, polished brass 
or miralloy.

1956

This lever handle was created during a short period of time. Initially the designer took 
some clay in his hand and, without looking, formed it until it felt right. The handle in 
production today basically has the same shape as that clay model.
There is a clear resemblance to Assa lever handle 696 and the heritage of the 1950’s 
design is evident. To achieve a more modern design, the shapes of the handle have 
been somewhat exaggerated. This handle is well suited for all architectural trends of 
the 1950’s and onwards.

Finish
Nickel-plated, satin chrome, bright chrome, satin brass, polished brass, 
brown anodised or miralloy.

Polished brass / whitePolished brass / white

Polished brass

Polished brass / blackPolished brass / black

Bright nickel / greenBright nickel / green

Bright nickel

Bright nickel / white

Polished chrome

Brown anodised

Bright nickel / blackBright nickel / black

Polished brass

Satin brass

Lever Handles, Epok

Sprung Lever Handles, Epok-series
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Unsprung Lever Handles, Epok-series

1905

This lever handle has been inspired by the most common Art Noveau handles, 
but it’s slightly heavier and more distinct. It’s ideal for use in interior doors.

Finish
Nickel-plated, satin chrome, bright chrome, satin brass, polished brass, 
brown anodised or miralloy.

1923

This lever handle refl ects the classicistic style of the 1920’s. With the rounded 
spoon-shape it suits both interior and exterior doors.

Finish
Nickel-plated, satin chrome, bright chrome, satin brass, polished brass, 
brown anodised or miralloy.

Satin brass

Polished brass

Brown anodised

Miralloy

ChromeChromeChrome

Brown anodised

Polished brassPolished brass

Satin brassSatin brass

Lever Handles, Epok
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1935

A beautifully shaped lever handle which has become a favourite of many. The 
clear and straightforward design refers to the period when the streamline form 
became popular.

Finish
Nickel-plated, satin chrome, bright chrome, satin brass, polished brass, 
brown anodised or miralloy.

1949

The design of this lever handle is for many recognized as a classic Assa handle. 
This particular model is slightly lighter and has a diamond-shaped grip that fi ts 
the hand well. Suitable for both interior and exterior doors.

Finish
Nickel-plated, satin chrome, bright chrome, satin brass, polished brass, 
brown anodised or miralloy.

Satin brassSatin brass

Polished brassPolished brass

Brown anodised

ChromeChrome

Brown anodised

Polished brass

Satin brass

Miralloy

Lever Handles, Epok

Unsprung Lever Handles, Epok-series
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Sprung Lever Handles, Classic-series

6640

A classic lever handle from the 1950’s and 1960’s that is still very popular. 
A great design that will last for many years to come and suitable for a great 
range of environments.

Features
• Material: Brass 
• Finish: nickel-plated, satin chrome, bright chrome, satin brass, polished 
 brass, brown anodised or miralloy 
• Built-in return spring that supplements the handle follower spring in the 
 lock case and assists the handle to stay in a horizontal position 
• Bolt-through fi xing strengthens the door 
• Standard delivery for 40-57 or 58-75 mm door thickness 
• Rose: 52 mm Ø   
• The two handle halves are linked by an exchangeable square spindle   
 and screws in different lengths for different door thicknesses

MiralloyMiralloy

Satin brassSatin brass

Brown anodised

Polished brass

Polished brass

Bright nickelBright nickel

Satin brassSatin brass

Brown anodised

6696

This is another classic Assa lever handle from the 1950’s and 1960’s .
The handle has a discreet and thorough design. 
Function is important, but not to the expense of the care for human aspects. 
Therefore it is timeless and suits all applications.

Features
• Material: Brass 
• Finish: nickel-plated, satin chrome, bright chrome, satin brass, polished brass,   
 brown anodised or miralloy   
• Built-in return spring that supplements the handle follower spring in the
 lock case and assists the handle to stay in a horizontal position 
• Bolt-through fi xing strengthens the door 
• Standard delivery for 40-57 or 58-75 mm door thickness 
• Rose: 52 mm Ø 
• Two lever handle halves are linked by an exchangeable square spindle and 
 screws available in different lengths for different door thicknesses 

Lever Handles, Classic

6616

This lever handle represents our most minimalistic design. It’s a very simple 
and modern handle that suits buildings with plain decor, such as hospitals 
and institutions.

Features
• Material: Brass 
• Finish: Nickel, satin chrome, bright chrome, satin brass, polished brass, 
 brown anodised or miralloy 
• Built-in return spring that supplements the handle follower spring in the
 lock case and assists the handle to stay in a horizontal position 
• Bolt-through fi xing strengthens the door  
• Rose: 52 mm Ø 
• Handle:16 mm Ø 
• The two handle halves are linked by an exchangeable square 
 spindle and screws in different lengths for different door thicknesses

Polished chrome

Polished brass

Satin chrome
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6647

This lever handle was designed by Carl Arne Breger in the 1970’s. The handle 
refl ects the rational and slightly square-shaped design that characterises that time. 
With the discreet but distinguished design it’s a modern day classic.

Features
• Material: Brass 
• Finish: Nickel-plated, satin chrome, bright chrome, satin brass, polished brass,   
 brown anodised or miralloy 
• Built-in return spring that supplements the handle follower spring in the lock case  
 and assists the handle to stay in a horizontal position 
• Bolt-through fi xing strengthens the door   
• Standard delivery for 40-57 or 58-75 mm door thickness 
• Rose: 52 mm Ø 
• The two handle halves are linked by an exchangeable square spindle   
and screws in different lengths for different door thicknesses

6638

The design of this lever handle refl ects both baroque and rococo, yet in a simpler 
manner to suit architecture with less curved forms.

Features
• Material: Brass 
• Finish: nickel-plated, satin chrome, bright chrome, satin brass, polished brass,   
 brown anodised or miralloy 
• Built-in return spring that supplements the handle follower spring in the
 lock case and assists the handle to stay in a horizontal position 
• Bolt-through fi xing strengthens the door  
• Standard delivery for 40-57 or 58-75 mm door thickness 
• Rose: 52 mm Ø 
• The two handle halves are linked by an exchangeable square spindle   
 and screws in different lengths for different door thicknesses

Lever Handles, Classic

Sprung Lever Handles, Classic-series

Polished brassPolished brass

ChromeChrome

Satin brassSatin brass

Brown anodised

Bright nickel

Satin brass

Brown anodised

Polished brass
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Lever Handles, Classic

6680

This is a robust lever handle with a discreet design which makes it suitable for 
most environments. 

Features
• Material: Brass 
• Finish: Nickel, satin chrome, bright chrome, satin brushed brass, polished brass, 
 brown anodised or miralloy 
• Built-in return spring that supplements the handle follower spring in the 
 lock case and assists the handle to stay in a horizontal position 
• Bolt-through fi xing strengthens the door   
• Standard delivery for 40-57 or 58-75 mm door thickness 
• Rose: 52 mm Ø 
• The two handle halves are linked by an exchangeable square 8 mm   
spindle and screws in different lengths for different door thicknesses

6670

The simplicity and the slender image of this lever handle pleases both the eye 
and the hand. 

Features
• Material: Brass 
• Finish: Nickel, satin chrome, bright chrome, satin brushed brass, polished brass,  
 brown anodised or miralloy 
• Built-in return spring that supplements the handle follower spring in the 
 lock case and assists the handle to stay in a horizontal position 
• Bolt-through fi xing strengthens the door   
• Standard delivery for 40-57 or 58-75 mm door thickness 
• Rose: 52 mm Ø 
• The two handle halves are linked by an exchangeable 8 mm square   
 spindle and screws in different lengths for different door thicknesses

Satin brass

Satin brass

Satin chrome

Satin chrome

6611

Once again our designer let the functionalistic mindset of the 1950’s inspire him 
to create this lever handle. The result came to be a rather simple handle where 
the distinct shapes and the multidimensional surface makes an exciting image. 
A modern day classic?

Features
• Material: Brass 
• Finish: Nickel, satin chrome, bright chrome, satin brushed brass, polished brass,  
 brown anodised or miralloy 
• Built-in return spring that supplements the handle follower spring in the 
 lock case and assists the handle to stay in a horizontal position 
• Bolt-through fi xing strengthens the door   
• Standard delivery for 40-57 or 58-75 mm door thickness 
• Rose: 52 mm Ø 
• The two handle halves are linked by an exchangeable 8 mm square   
 spindle and screws in different lengths for different door thicknesses

Polished brass

Nickel
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The Assa product range is continuously improving.

Please visit our homepage www.assa.se 

for the latest information 

regarding our product range.
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640

The classic Assa lever handle from the 1950’s and 1960’s in its original design.
The handle is well-known and features thorough and careful design.

Features
• Material: Brass 
• Finish: Nickel-plated, satin chrome, bright chrome, satin brass, polished brass,   
 brown anodised or miralloy 
• Bolt-through fi xing strengthens the door   
• Standard delivery for 40-57 or 58-75 mm door thickness 
• Rose: 52 mm Ø 
• The two handle halves are linked by an exchangeable square 
 spindle and screws in different lengths for different door thicknesses

Unsprung Lever Handles, Classic-series

Satin brassSatin brass

Brown anodised

Miralloy Miralloy 

Polished brass

Nickel

Brown anodised

Polished brass

696

The classic Assa lever handle from the 1950’s and 1960’s in its original design. 
The handle is well-known and features thorough and careful design.

Features
• Material: Brass 
• Finish: Nickel-plated, satin chrome, bright chrome, satin brass, polished brass,   
 brown anodised or miralloy 
• Bolt-through fi xing strengthens the door   
• Standard delivery for 40-57 or 58-75 mm door thickness 
• Rose: 52 mm Ø   
• The two handle halves are linked by an exchangeable square 
 spindle and screws in different lengths for different door thicknesses

Lever Handles, Classic

ASSA 640 and ASSA 696 is also available for 
DIN-standard lock cases.
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5602

This is a very simple and elegant brass handle. It’s primarily designed for use 
in light interior doors within the residential sector, where elegance and traditional 
touch is sought at a reasonable cost.

Featutes
• Material: Brass 
• Finish: Nickel-plated, bright chrome, satin brass, polished brass or brown
 anodised 
• Standard delivery for 36-52 mm door thickness. 
• Bolt-through fi xing 
• The two handle halves are linked by an exchangeable square 
 spindle and screws in different lengths for different door thicknesses

Satin brass

Brown anodised

Miralloy

5614

This is a simplifi ed ’basic’ handle. The discreet design doesn’t draw that much 
attention to itself and therefore suits practically any environment. 

Features
• Material: Zinc 
• Finish: Bright chrome or miralloy 
• Bolt-through fi xing with two screws and hardened nipples 
• For 40 mm door thickness 
• Screws: 4mm Ø   
• The two handle halves are linked by a square spindle
• For use in light interior doors within the residential sector.

Lever Handles, Classic and Vinga

Unsprung Lever Handles, Classic-series

Unsprung Lever Handles, Vinga-series

Assa 73

Assa 73 Vinga is a lever handle of the Vinga series intended for light interior doors 
within the residential sector. The lever handle can be combined with other french 
door and window accessories of the Vinga series.

Features
• Material: Zinc
• Finish: Bright chrome, satin chrome or miralloy  
• Bolt-through fi xing with two screws, 5 mm Ø, and nipples  
• Rose: 52 mm Ø 
• For 40 mm door thickness
• For use in light interior doors within the residential sector.

Bright chrome

Chrome
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Lever Handles, Nord

Unsprung Lever Handles, Nord-series

623 Enskede

This is a typical lever handle that was used for interior panel doors in common 
residential areas during the 1920’s. It belongs among red paint, glassed-in verandas, 
porches and small town idyllic scenery. Intended for light interior doors within the 
residential sector.

Finish: Satin chrome, polished brass or satin brass

626 Gåshaga

This is as simple as a lever handle gets. Exclude all the unnecessary parts and you 
will have Gåshaga! The discreet design of this lever handle is the perfect solution 
when it comes to post functionalism and minimalism. Intended for light interior doors 
within the residential sector.

Finish: Bright chrome

621 Båstad

Originally this lever handle was bigger and made for large gates, but after it was 
re-designed and made smaller during the period between 1900 and 1930 it became 
very common. The design isn’t linked to a specifi c period of time and therefore it 
came to be used during both the periods of Art nouveau and national romantics, 
and also during a major part of the 1920’s classicism. The design of this lever handle 
makes it fi t most environments and is another a blockbuster. Intended for light 
interior doors within the residential sector.

Finish: Polished brass 

All lever handles of the Nord-series have the following features:
Intended for light interior doors within the residential sector
Without return spring  
Rose: 52 mm Ø 
Bolt-through fi xing with two screws 5/32” Ø  
For 40 mm door thickness 
The two handle halves are linked by a square spindle 
Material: Brass 
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408

This is a lever handle made of stainless steel without a return spring. 

Features
• All visible parts in satin brushed stainless steel 
• Without return spring 
• Independent clip-on rose for hidden screw attachment 
• The two handle halves are linked by an exchangeable square 
 spindle for various door thicknesses 
• Rose: 50,5 mm Ø
• For use in light interior doors within the residential sector.

NOTE! Doesn’t fi t lock cases with Split-Spindle function.

408

86908690

8685

8680

86708670

8665

8650

8650, 8665, 8670, 8680, 8685, 8690

Our stainless steel lever handles, pull handles and accessories are ideal for modern 
public areas such as institutions and offi ces. The stainless material is highly resistant 
to corrosion and severe air pollutants, and is recommended for use in environments 
with vast hygienic requirements. Thumbturns, toilet- and cylinder accessories are 
available in the same design series to complement the Assa stainless steel lever 
handles.

Features
• Finish: Satin brushed stainless steel 
• Standard rose with return spring that supplements the handle follower spring 
 in the lock case and assists the handle to return to horizontal position 
• Bolt-through fi xing with 5 mm Ø screws and nipples strengthens the door 
• The two handle halves are linked by an exchangeable square spindle   
 and screws in various lengths for different door thicknesses 
• Available with an independent clip-on rose for hidden screw attachment 
 (Model 8680 and 8690 excluded) 
• Rose: 53 mm 

Lever Handles, Stainless Steel

Unsprung Lever Handle, Stainless Steel

Sprung Lever Handles, Stainless Steel
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496

Recommended application
For doors and hatches.

Features
• Material: Brass 
• Finish: nickel-plated, satin chrome, bright chrome, satin brass, polished brass,   
 brown anodised or miralloy  
• Knob: 50 mm Ø 
• Rose: 52 mm Ø

Function
Non-turnable pull knob.

167

Recommended application
For doors and hatches.

Features
• Material: Brass 
• Finish: nickel-plated, satin chrome, bright chrome, satin brass, 
 polished brass, brown anodised or miralloy  
• Knob: 50 mm Ø  
• Rose: 52 mm Ø

Function
• The two knobs are linked by an exchangeable square spindle for 
 various door thicknesses
• Can be combined with Assa modular locks

Pull and Turn Knobs 
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7801, 7802, 7811, 7812, 7902, 7912

Recommended application
For mounting on the inside of french doors and windows with espagnolettes. Suitable for all 
types of buildings. Also recommended for use in cabinet and closet doors, electric cabinets 
etc. with alternative espagnolettes.

Features
• The handle is available in four versions; 
   - Curved right or left
   - Straight right or left 
• Lock case and handle are made of zinc
• Finish: Bright chrome or satin chrome

Function
• Affects the locking mechanism by the cylinder, which in locked position blocks the 
 handle 
• Lockable espagnolette handle for interior mounting on a french door or a window. 
 Complemented with an oval Assa cylinder.

7801 Right alt. left straight handle, key removable in locked position
7802 Right alt. left straight handle, key removable in locked or unlocked position
7811 Right alt. left curved handle, key removable in locked position
7812 Right alt. left curved handle, key removable in locked or unlocked position

Lockable espagnolette handle for interior mounting on a french door or a window. 
Complemented with an oval Assa cylinder.

7902 Right alt. left straight handle, key removable in locked or unlocked position
7912 Right alt. left curved handle, key removable in locked or unlocked position

Outside handle
17911 Handle, non-lockable, right
17912 Handle, non-lockable, left

Recommended accessories
833 Handle coupling. Used when handles are to be fi tted on both sides in a single  
  frame
961 Handle coupling. Used when handles are to be fi tted on both sides in a dual  
  frame

Comment
These specifi cations must be included in all orders;
• Curved right or left handle alt. straight right or left handle 
• 8 mm square steel spindle, 53 alt. 93 mm length

17911 / 1791217911 / 17912

Espagnolette Handles
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Pull Handle 417-M 10 

Recommended application
Facilitate the closing of doors in public environments, e.g. toilet doors.

Features
• Fixed mounting, doesn’t affect handle or lock 
• Mounted horizontally on the door according to picture 
• Delivered in parts which enables adaptation to right or left door 
• The pull handle can be shortened to suit narrower doors than Modular 10
• Finish: Bright chrome

Function
A complete handle package includes:
• 1 bright chrome pull handle with a length suitable for a Modular 10-door. 
• 2 fi ttings in die-cast aluminium (silumin), black epoxy painted 
• 1 screw for attachment of the holder that are to be mounted under the clip-on rose

130, 131

Recommended application
A simple pull handle for cabinets, sliding doors etc.

Features
• Material: Brass 
• Finish: Bright chrome, polished brass or miralloy  
• Attached with wood screws 
• Bolt-through fi xing is available for door thicknesses 34-62 and 60-82 mm
• Measurements, see page 97

130 131

Pull Handles, Single
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8630, 8631, 8632

Recommended application
Simple pull handles with smooth shapes that are recommended for rough environ-
ments such as public places and institutions. The stainless material is highly resistant 
to corrosion and severe air pollutants and is recommended for use in environments 
with vast hygienic requirements.

Features
• All visible parts in stainless steel 
• Finish: Satin stainless steel 
• Concealed fi xing 
• Available as single or double with bolt-through fi xing 

Catalogue no.  Tube Ø mm Length c/c mm
8630-25/300 25 300
8630-31/300 31 300
8630-31/400 31 400
8630-38/300 38 300
8630-38/400 38 400

8631-25/300 25 300
8631-31/300 31 300
8631-31/400 31 400
8631-38/300 38 300
8631-38/400 38 400

8632-25/300 25 300
8632-31/300 31 300
8632-31/400 31 400

8632

8630

8631

Pull Handles, Stainless Steel
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325, 326

Recommended application
Two beautiful curved pull handles with infl uences from the functionalism. Their simple 
design suits nearly any door.

Features
• Material: Brass 
• Finish: Polished brass, bright chrome or miralloy 
• Available as single or double with bolt-through fi xing 
• Support bracket 039 is recommended for wooden doors 
• For door thickness 25-110 mm 
• Available in two lengths: 250 and 300 mm 
• A special fi tting set is used for fi xing in glass doors
• Measurements, see page 97

325 326

137, 138

Recommended application
Two beautiful pull handles with a classic design. With their simple and harmonious 
design they suit both modern and older select doors. The pull handles are in the 
same style as Assa lever handle 6616.

Features
• Material: Brass 
• Finish: Polished brass, bright chrome or miralloy  
• Available as single or double with bolt-through fi xing 
• Available in three lengths: 160, 250 and 400 mm 
• Door thickness should be 8-80 mm for length 160 and 8-95 mm for lengths 
 250 and 400 
• Support bracket 039 is recommended for wooden doors 
• A special fi tting set is used for fi xing in glass doors
• Measurements, see page 97

137 138

Pull Handles
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Pull Handles

342, 343

Recommended application
The design of these two push handles is perfect for innovative architecture as well 
as for architecture with cubistic infl uences of the 1960’s and 1970’s.

Features
• Material: Brass 
• Finish: Polished brass, bright chrome or miralloy 
• Available as one- or two-sided with through-going fi xing screws for door 
 thickness 25-110 mm  
• Available in two lengths: 300 and 400 mm 
• Support bracket 040 or 041 is recommended for wooden doors 
• A special fi tting set is used for fi xing in glass doors
• Measurements, see page 97

327

Recommended application
This is the result of a re-thought within the art of designing pull handles. The shape 
of the handle fades from circular in both ends to a grip-friendly elliptic image over the 
middle. A true success!

Features
• Material: Brass 
• Finish: Polished brass, bright chrome or miralloy 
• Available as one- or two-sided with through going fi xing screws for door 
 thickness 25-110 mm  
• Length: 250 mm 
• Support bracket 040 is recommended for wooden doors 
• A special fi tting set is used for fi xing in glass doors
• Measurements, see page 97

342 343

327
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The Assa product range is continuously improving.

Please visit our homepage www.assa.se 

for the latest information 

regarding our product range.
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Measurements

CC

   U   U

DiameterDiameter

             U

L

Lever Handle Measurements
Measurements in millimeter

Model L U Diameter

Assa 1899 109 78

Assa 1918 114 79

Assa 1930 130 62

Assa 1956 111 69

Assa 1905 114 72

Assa 1923 118 74

Assa 1935 106 64

Assa 1949 112 65

Assa 640 110 55

Assa 696 106 55

Assa 6616 129 59 16

Assa 6638 121 60

Assa 6640 110 55

Assa 6647 120 57

Assa 6696 106 55

Assa 5602 108 46

Assa 5614 115 48

Assa 7802 200 59

Assa 8650 137 80 20

Assa 8665 135 71 20

Assa 408 101 62

Assa 8670 142 87 20

Assa 8680 130 65 20

Assa 8685 144 80 20

Assa 8690 164 60 20

Assa 167 56 50

Assa 496 40 50

Assa Support 177 75

Assa 621 Båstad 96 74

Assa 623 Enskede 111 71

Assa 626 Gåshaga 125 70

Assa 73 Vinga 136 59

Assa 6670 121 53

Assa 6680 115 52

Assa 6611 117 47

Pull Handle Measurements
Measurements in millimeter

Model L U Diameter

Assa 8630 300 80 25

300 85 31

300 100 38

400 85 31

400 100 38

Assa 8631 300 85 25

300 90 31

300 100 38

400 90 31

400 100 38

Assa 8632 300 80 25

300 85 31

400 85 31

Assa 130 92 50 8

138 60 12

188 65 12

Assa 131 138 56 12

188 58 12

Assa 137 160 60 16

250 77 20

400 77 20

Assa 138 160 60 16

250 77 20

400 77 20

Assa 325 250 87 25

Assa 326 300 92 30

Assa 417 67 19

Assa 327 250 87 25

Assa 342 300 85 25

400 90 30

Assa 343 300 85 25

400 90 30
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256, 2256, 2356, 9256, 18 256

Field of application
Cylinder accessories for interior and exterior locking.

Features
• Material: Brass 
• Fits Assa oval single cylinders 
• Available in several decorative fi nishes 
• Thumbturn rose is available in the Epok series 
• Height of the cylinder ring and length of the screws and thumbturn follower 
 are chosen according to the door thickness 
• 9256 is available with thumbturn adjusted for easier opening and    
can be fi xing on lock cases with 90° thumbturn rotation 
• 256 is available with a micro switch for opening indication

Function
• Thumbturn for operating bolt and / or latch 
• The cylinder ring obstructs damage to the cylinder

- 256 / 256E: Accessories for single cylinder and thumbturn. 256E thumbturn from  
 Epok series.

- 256 M6:  Accessory for single cylinder and thumbturn with a micro switch
- 2256: Accessory for cylinder on the inside and cover plate on the outside
- 2356: Accessory for cylinder on the outside and cover plate on the inside
- 9256: Accessory for single cylinder and extended thumbturn for disabled 
  individuals
- 18256: Accessory for oval double cylinder

Cylinder Accessories for Assa Oval Cylinders

256256

256E256E

22562256

23562356

92569256

Cylinder Accessories, Modular

256 M6256 M6

1825618256
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18 256 DIN

Field of application
Cylinder accessories for interior and exterior locking.

Features
• Material: Brass 
• Fits double euro-profi le cylinders 
• Available in several decorative fi nishes 

Function
The cylinder ring gives a decorative look and obstructs damage to the cylinder. 

Cylinder Accessories for Assa Euro Profi le Cylinders

Cylinder Accessories, Modular

Double Cylinder Lock

Accessory set 5761-1 and 5761-3 for Double cylinder lock 

Fields of application
This is an accessory set that permits opening by two cylinders that are independent 
of each other. Suitable in cases when two lock systems or cylinder models must be 
able to open the same lock.

Features
• Suits lock case Assa 5761 
• Fits all oval cylinders of the Assa assortment 
• Available with electric strike 
• Accessory set 5761-1 contains a cylinder accessory with a special adapter for   
 external lever handle position and an external pull handle. Must be supplemented  
 with an inside handle-half and cylinder accessory 2356 for the cylinder position 
• Accessory set 5761-3 contains a double-sided cylinder accessory with a special  
 adapter for external lever handle position and an external dual pull handle. 
• Must be supplemented with cylinder accessory 18256 
 for the cylinder position

Function
• Accessory set 5761-1: The latch bolt of the lock case is pulled open with a key   
 through one of the two external cylinders. From the inside it’s opened by the 
 lever handle. 
• Accessory set 5761-3: The latch bolt of the lock case is pulled open with a key   
 through one of the two cylinders from both the inside and the outside.

5761-1

5761-3
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Cylinder Accessories, Modular - Stainless Steel

Assa stainless steel lever handles, pull handles and accessories are ideal for 
modern public areas such as institutions and offi ces. The stainless material is 
resistant to corrosion and strong air pollutants and is recommended for use in 
environments with high hygienic requirements.

Cylinder Accessories for Assa Oval Cylinders 
- Stainless Steel

8256RF, 2256RF, 2356RF

Field of application
Cylinder accessories for interior and exterior locking.

Features
• Fits Assa oval single cylinders 
• All visible parts in satin brushed stainless steel  
• Height of the cylinder ring and length of the screws and thumbturn follower are   
 chosen according to door thickness

Function
• Thumbturn for operating bolt and / or latch 
• The cylinder ring obstructs damage to the cylinder
 - 8256 RF Accessory for single cylinder and thumbturn
 - 2256 RF Accessory for cylinder on the inside and blind rose on the outside
 - 2356 RF Accessory for cylinder on the outside and blind rose on the inside

18 256RF

Field of application
Cylinder accessory for interior and exterior locking.

Features
• Fits Assa oval double cylinders 
• All visible parts in satin brushed stainless steel  
• Height of the cylinder ring and length of the screws and thumbturn follower are   
 chosen according to door thickness 
• Can be fi tted with one-way screws to prevent unauthorized dismantling

Function
The cylinder ring obstructs damage to the cylinder.
 - 18256 RF   Accessory for oval double cylinder

8256RF

2256RF

2356RF

18256RF
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Cylinder Accessories for Assa Round Cylinders

Cylinder Accessories 3212

Field of application
For perimeter protection and other important doors.

Features
• Fits Assa round double cylinders 
• Available in several decorative fi nishes 
• The accessory set (screws and, if necessary, cylinder extensions) are 
 chosen according to the door thickness

Function
Decorative cylinder accessories.
- 3212: Accessory for round double cylinder

Round Thumbturn Cylinder 3211

Field of application
Accessory set with thumbturn function for round cylinders. 

Features
• Fits Assa round single cylinders 
• Available in several decorative fi nishes 
• The accessory set (screws and, if necessary, cylinder extensions) are 
 chosen according to the door thickness

Function
Cylinder accessories with thumbturn function for decorative fi tting.
- 3211: Accessory for round single cylinder and thumbturn

Round Blind Cylinder 3212B

Field of application
Accessory set with a round blind cylinder for perimeter protection and other 
important doors where key access from the inside only is desired.

Features
• Material: Brass 
• Fits Assa inside round cylinders 
• The accessory set includes a drill / vandalism proof round blind cylinder to be 
 fi tted on the outside of the door plus decorative cylinder accessories 
• Blind outside cylinder sleeve 
• Available in several decorative fi nishes 
• The accessory set (screws and, if necessary, cylinder extensions) are chosen 
 according to the door thickness

Function
• Cylinder accessories for decorative fi tting with key function on the inside only 
• Cannot be opened from the outside
- 3212B: Accessory for round single cylinder and round blind cylinder

32123212

3211

3212B3212B

Cylinder Accessories, Modular 
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Cylinder Accessories, Modular - Stainless Steel

Cylinder Accessories for Assa Round Cylinders

Cylinder Accessories 3212 RF

Field of application
For perimeter protection as well as for other important doors.

Features
• Fits Assa round double cylinders  
• All visible parts in satin brushed stainless steel  
• The accessory set (screws and, if necessary, cylinder extensions) are 
 chosen according to the door thickness

Function
Cylinder accessory for decorative fi tting.
-  3212RF: Accessory for round double cylinder

Round Thumbturn Cylinder 3211RF

Field of application
Accessory set with thumbturn function for round cylinder. 

Features
• Fits Assa round single cylinders  
• All visible parts in satin brushed stainless steel  
• The accessory set (screws and, if necessary, cylinder extensions) are 
 chosen according to the door thickness

Function
Decorative cylinder accessory with thumbturn function.
-  3211RF: Accessory for round single cylinder and thumbturn function

3212RF

3211RF
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8560, 8560:2, 8560:4

Field of application
For Assa modular locks 8561 alt. 8562.
8560:2  Recommended for passage doors, two-way opening
8560:4  Recommended in case of frequent opening from the outside

Features
• Two-piece plastic with two connecting break pins 
• The plastic dome can be reused by assembling new break pins 
• Assembled with two through-going screws at the handle follower  
• Bottom plate: 69 mm Ø  
• Available in several decorative fi nishes

Function
When opening, the plastic dome is turned until the break pins snap. The plastic 
dome is then used to operate the thumbturn and to make exit possible.

- 8560: Opening device accessory for the inside. Cover rose on the outside
- 8560:2: Opening device accessory for the in- and outside
- 8560:4: Opening device accessory for the inside. Pull knob 496 on the outside

8561

Field of application
For Assa modular locks 8561 and 8562 used in doors at power transformation plants, 
high voltage plants and similar where possible fi re damages can cause diffi culties 
to open the lock using a regular thumbturn.

Features 
• Assembled with two through-going screws at the handle follower 
• Available in several decorative fi nishes

Function
Lever handle 640 for the inside, pull knob 496 for the outside. The inside handle 
always allows exit. 

Opening Device Accessories

8061

Field of application
For Assa oval cylinder and double latch locks in doors equipped with access 
control systems to prevent opening via thumbturn. Not recommended for doors 
in evacuation paths.

Features
• For inside assembling in combination with external oval cylinder 
• Assembled with two through-going screws at the handle follower 
• A plastic dome is fi tted over the thumbturn in order to prevent uncontrolled opening 
• The plastic dome can be replaced after opening

Function
• To open the door via the thumbturn, smash in the plastic dome or break it apart   
• A broken plastic dome indicates mechanical opening 
• After opening, the thumbturn automatically regain initial 
 position 

8560

8560:2

8560:4

Opening Device Accessories, Modular

Note not approved according to EN 179. See page 136-139 for approved accessories.
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265, 265E, 5265, 9265, 95265, 9565T

Field of application
For institutions and public places.

Features
• Material: Brass 
• Fits lock cases Assa 565 and 310-50/70 
• Can be opened from the outside  
• Available in several decorative fi nishes 
• Model 9265 and 95265 has an extended thumbturn for easier opening 
• The length of the screws and the square spindle are chosen according to 
 the door thickness

Function 
- 265/265E: Inside thumbturn. 265E with thumbturn 
  and outside indicator from the Epok-series 
  Red/white indication on the in- and outside 
  Can be opened from the outside with a screwdriver
 - 5265:  Inside thumbturn 
  Red/white indication on the in- and outside 
  Can be opened from the outside with a panic key
- 9265:  Extended thumbturn on the inside for 
  easier opening 
  Red/white indication on the outside 
  Can be opened from the outside with a screwdriver
- 95265: Extended thumbturn on the inside for 
  easier opening 
  Red/white indication on the outside 
  Can be opened from the outside with a panic key
- 9565T: Locked / opened from the inside by lifting 
  the lever handle upwards and pressing it 
  downwards. ”Flip-up” 
  Red/white indication on the outside 
  Can be opened from the outside with a screwdriver
  Note! When the C-measurement is less than 20 mm 
  a cover plate is needed on the inside, e.g. Assa 4291

Toilet Accessories

265

265E

5265

9265

95265

9565T

Toilet Accessories

Toilet Accessories, Stainless Steel

Toilet Accessories 8265RF

Field of application
For toilet doors in all kinds of environments.

Features
• Fits Assa lock cases 565 och 310-50/70 
• Red/white indication on the in- and outside 
• All visible parts in satin brushed stainless steel 
• The length of the screws and the square spindle are chosen according to 
 the door thickness 
• Bolt-through fi xing with two screws 5 mm Ø and fi xed nipples

Function 
• Thumbturn function on the inside 
• Can be opened from the outside with a screwdriver
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Toilet Accessories

Toilet Indicator 260

Field of application
Toilet indicator 260 is a toilet accessory of the Nord series intended for interior door 
locks FAS 2020, ABLOY 2014 and FAS 40T within the residential sector.

Features
• Material: Brass 
• Finish: Bright chrome, satin chrome, polished brass and satin brass 
• Rose: 52 mm Ø 
• Red / white indication on the in- and outside 
• Bolt-through fi xing with two screws 5/32” Ø and fi xed nipples 

Function 
• Inside thumbturn 
• Can be opened from the outside with a screwdriver

Toilet Accessories, Nord 

Toilet Accessories, Vinga

Assa 7360

Field of application
Assa 7360 is a toilet accessory from the Vinga series intended for the interior door 
locks FAS 2020, ABLOY 2014, 414 and FAS 40T within the residential sector. When 
combined with lever handle Assa 73 of the Vinga series the impression of the image 
is appreciably increased. 

Features
• Material: Zinc 
• Finish: Bright chrome, satin chrome and miralloy  
• Bolt-through fi xing with two screws, 5 mm Ø, and fi xed nipples 
• Rose: 52 mm Ø 
* For 40 mm door thickness  
• Red / white indication on the in- and outside

Function 
• Inside thumbturn  
• Can be opened from the outside with a screwdriver.

5614

Field of application
Toilet accessories 5614 is intended for use on light interior doors within the 
residential sector. We recommended complementing the accessories with 
handle Assa 5614 from the same series.

Features
• Material: Zinc 
• Finish: bright chrome and miralloy
• Rose: 49 mm Ø 
• Red / white indication on the in- and outside
• Bolt-through fi xing with two screws Ø 4 mm and fi xed nipples
• For 40 mm door thickness

Function 
• Inside thumbturn
• Can be opened from the outside
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Cover Plates for Assa Modular Locks
4265

Field of application
Accessory to cover door prepatation for cylinder.

Features
• Material: Brass 
• Available in several decorative fi nishes  
• 52 mm Ø 

Cover Plates, Key Plates

992

Field of application
Accessory to cover door preparation for lever handle.

Features
• Available in several decorative fi nishes 
• Bolt-through fi xing with 5 mm Ø screws and nipples 
• 52 mm Ø 

Key Plate Nord  
Key Plate 2995

Field of application
This keyplate of the Nord series is intended for the interior door locks FAS 2020, FAS 
40C and ABLOY 2014 within the residential sector.

Features
• Material: Brass 
• Finish: Bright chrome, satin chrome, polished brass or satin brass 
• Rose: 52 mm Ø 
• Bolt-through fi xing with two screws 5/32” Ø and fi xed nipples

Key Plate Vinga 
Assa 7390

Field of application
Assa 7390 is a keyplate of the Vinga series intended for the interior door locks FAS 
2020, FAS 40C and ABLOY 2014 within the residential sector. When combined with 
lever handle Assa 73 of the Vinga series the impression of the image is appreciably 
increased.

Features
• Material: Zinc alloy  
• Finish: Bright chrome, satin chrome or miralloy 
• Bolt-through fi xing with two screws, 5 mm Ø, and fi xed nipples 
• Rose: 52 mm Ø 
• For 40 mm door thickness

Key Plate 5614

Field of application
Keyplate 5614 is intended for use on light interior doors within the residential sector. 
We recommend complementing the accessory with handle Assa 5614 from the same 
series. 

Features
• Material: Zinc 
• Finish: bright chrome and miralloy 
• Bolt-through fi xing with two screws, 4 mm Ø, and fi xed nipples 
• Rose: 49 mm Ø 
• For 40 mm door thickness
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4289

Field of application
Cover plate for use in combination with auxiliary locks.

Features
• Material: Brass 
• Standard width: 70 mm. Height: 175 mm 
• Available in several decorative fi nishes

Function
• Decorative hardware 
• Covers existing groundwork when the lock is replaced 
• Cover plate for door strengthens accessories 4290

64, 4291, 4291:1, 4294, 4295

Field of application
Cover-/thumbturn plates for the Modular and Evolution lock series.

Features
• Material: Brass 
• Standard width: 70 mm. Height: 230 mm 
 (Also available in 60 mm width and 220mm height) 
• Available with and without space for lever handle 
• Comes in several decorative fi nishes 
• Available as thumbturn cover plate

Function
• Decorative hardware 
• Covers existing groundwork when the lock is replaced 
• Cover plate for door strengthens accessory 4292 (70 mm width only)

- 64 Cover plate 60 mm, space for cylinder/lever handle
- 4291 Cover plate 70 mm, space for cylinder/lever handle
- 4291-1 Cover plate 70 mm, space for cylinder only
- 4294-70 Thumbturn plate 70 mm, space for cylinder/lever handle
- 4294-60 Thumbturn plate 60 mm, space for cylinder/lever handle
- 4295-70  Plate set 70 mm. Thumbturn / cover plate, space for 
  cylinder / lever handle
- 4295-60 Plate set 60 mm. Thumbturn / cover plate, space for 
  cylinder / lever handle

4289

64/4291 4291-1

4294-60/70

Cover- and Thumbturn Plates
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Decorative Plate, Stainless Steel

Decorative and Thumturn Plate in Stainless Steel

4256 RF / 4356 RF

Field of application
Decorative longplate and thumbturn plate that can be combined with a variety of lock 
functions within the modular lock series plus lever handle and cylinder accessories.

Features
• Material: Stainless steel  
• Constructed with two alternative functions; decoration plate alt. thumbturn plate 
• Concealed mounting
• Dimensions: 216 x 60 x 3 mm.
• Comment; 4356 RF - inside thumbturn plate for Assa 2000 and 2002

Function
• The plates designed in the spirit of the Epok series makes decorative hardware 
• In combination with Assa 2000 or 2002, the thumbturn plate is used for 
 home-convenient locking 
• The plate protects the door from damages and also covers existing damages

4256RF

4356RF
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Decorative Plate - Epok-series

4299, 4399, 4218, 4318, 4230, 4330, 4256, 4356

Field of applications
Decorative longplate and thumbturn plate that can be combined with a variety 
of lock functions within the modular lock series plus lever handle and cylinder 
accessories.

Features
• Material: Brass 
• Constructed with two alternative functions; decoration plate alt. thumbturn plate 
• Available in several decorative fi nishes  
• Concealed mounting

Function
• The  designed plates in the Epok series makes decorative hardware    
• In combination with Assa 2000 and 2002, the thumbturn plate is used for 
 home-convenient locking 
• The decoration plate protects the door from damages and also covers 
 existing damages

4299  / 4399

The origin of this decoration plate goes back to the turn of the last century. 
The basic design refl ects the national romantic style. In addition, the design 
is also infl uenced by Art Noveau. 4299 / 4399 are primarily designed for use 
in combination with the Epok lever handle 1899. 
Dimensions: 225 x 60 x 3 mm. 
Comment; 4399 - inside thumbturn plate for Assa 2000 and 2002.

4218 / 4318

The design of these plates is inspired by buildings representing well-known 
Swedish architecture. The plate is designed for the Epok lever handle 1918. 
Dimensions: 225 x 60 x 3mm.
Comment; 4318 -  inside thumbturn plate for Assa 2000 and 2002.

4230 / 4330

The Stockholm exhibition, faith in the future and the machine romance of 
the 1930’s has inspired the design of this plate created for the Epok lever 
handle 1930.
Dimensions: 225 x 63 x 3 mm.
Comment; 4330 - inside thumbturn plate for Assa 2000 and 2002.

4256 / 4356

The 1950’s was the culmination of Swedish design. The discreet elegance of 
these plates refl ects that era and with roots in Swedish tradition it’s well-suited 
for the Epok lever handle 1956 as well as other handles and buildings with the 
1950’s spirit. 
Dimensions: 216 x 60 x 3 mm.
Comment; 4356 - inside thumbturn plate for Assa 2000 and 2002.

4299 4399

4218 4318

4230 4330

4256 4356

Decorative Backplates, Epok-series
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Door Reinforcement Accessories

4290

Field of application
Door reinforcement accessory for auxiliary locks. 

Features
• Material: Steel 
• Standard width: 66 mm. Height: 170 mm 
• Assembled with and hardened nipples 
• Complement with cover plate 4289 (70 mm width) for a decorative exterior

Function 
The bolt-through fi xing and the steel plates reinforces the door and increases 
the ability to resist physical damage.

4292

Field of application
Door reinforcement accessory for Assa Modular and Evolution locks. 

Features
• Material: Steel 
• Standard width: 66 mm. Height: 230 mm 
• Assembled with bolt-through fi xing and hardened nipples 
• Complemented with cover plate 4291 (70 mm width) alt. 4295-70 for a 
 decorative exterior

Function 
The bolt-through fi xing and the steel plates reinforces the door and increases 
the ability to resist physical damage.

Door Reinforcement Accessories
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Cylinder Accessories - Classic-series, for Narrow Profi le Locks

4859, 4959

Field of application
Decorative cylinder accessories for interior and exterior locking.

Features
• Material: Zinc 
• Finish: Bright chrome  
• Fits Assa oval single cylinders  
• Height of the cylinder ring and length of the screws and thumbturn follower 
 are chosen according to door thickness 
• Suits narrow profi le latch locks

Function
The cylinder ring obstructs damage to the cylinder.
 - 4859: With thumbturn plate and cylinder plate for the outside
 - 4959: With thumbturn plate and blind plate without cylinder opening

4159, 4359, 4459

Field of application
Decorative cylinder accessories for interior and exterior locking.

Features
• Material: Zinc 
• Finish: Bright chrome 
• Fits Assa oval double or single cylinders  
• Height of the cylinder ring and length of the screws and thumbturn follower 
 are chosen according to door thickness 
• Suits narrow profi le latch locks

Function
• The cylinder ring obstructs damage to the cylinder 
• Blind plate is available for one-way cylinder function
 - 4159:        With blind plate and cylinder plate for the outside
 - 4359:        With blind plate and cylinder plate for the inside
 - 4459:        For fi tting double cylinder

4159 4359

4459

4859 4959

Cylinder Accessories, Narrow Profi le Locks
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5859, 5959

Field of application
Decorative cylinder accessories for interior and exterior locking.

Features
• Material: Zinc 
• Finish: Bright chrome 
• Fits Assa oval single cylinders 
• Height of the cylinder ring and length of the screws and thumbturn follower 
 are chosen according to the door thickness

Function
• The cylinder ring obstructs damage to the cylinder  
• With handle function
 - 5859: With handle and thumbturn plate for the inside and handle plate 
 with cylinder for the outside
 - 5959: With handle and thumbturn plate for the inside and handle plate 
 without cylinder for the outside

Cylinder Accessories - Classic-series, 
for Narrow Profi le Locks

5859

5959

Cylinder Accessories, Narrow Profi le Locks
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5059, 5159, 5359, 5459

Field of application
Decorative cylinder accessories for interior and exterior locking.

Features
• Material: Zinc 
• Finish: Bright chrome 
• Fits Assa oval single and double cylinders 
• Height of the cylinder ring and length of the screws and thumbturn 
 follower are chosen according to the door thickness 
• Suits narrow profi le handle and cylinder latch locks

Function
• The cylinder ring obstructs damage to the cylinder 
• Blind plate is available for one-way cylinder function 
• With handle function
 - 5059:  With handle plates without cylinder opening
 - 5159:  With handle for the inside and handle plate with cylinder 
  opening for the outside
 - 5359: With lever handle and cylinder plate for the inside and 
  handle plate without cylinder opening for the outside
 - 5459: With handle plates for fi tting double cylinder

5059

5159

5459

5359

Cylinder Accessories, Narrow Profi le Locks

Cylinder Accessories - Classic-series, 
for Narrow Profi le Locks
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8362

Field of application
For narrow profi le lock 1380, 1385 and 13 585 in doors with narrow frame profi les 
and equipped with access control system to prevent opening via thumbturn.

Features
• Material: Zinc 
• Finish: Bright chrome  
• For inside assembling in combination with external Assa oval cylinder 
• Assembled with four through-going screws 
• A plastic cover is fi tted over the thumbturn in order to prevent uncontrolled 
 opening 
• The plastic cover can be replaced after opening 
• Not recommended for doors in evacuation paths

Function
• To open the door, smash in the plastic cover or break it apart 
• A broken plastic cover indicates mechanical opening
 - 8362  Complete Inside plate with opening device accessory and 
   cylinder plate for the outside
 - 8362  Opening  Inside plate with opening device accessory
  accessory

Opening Accessories, Narrow Profi le Locks

Opening Accessories for Narrow Profi le Locks,  
Classic-series
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Opening Accessories S3 for Narrow Profi le Locks,  
Classic-series

Opening Accessories, Narrow Profi le Locks

88362E/S4

Field of application
For narrow profi le lock 231 and 232 in the Evolution series for doors with narrow 
frame profi les and equipped with access control system.

Features
• Material: Zinc 
• Finish: Bright chrome, satin chrome 
• For inside assembling in combination with external Assa oval cylinder 
• Assembled with four through-going screws 
• A plastic cover is fi tted over the thumbturn in order to prevent uncontrolled opening 
• The plastic cover can be replaced after opening  
• Not recommended for doors in evacuation paths

Function
• To open the door, smash in the plastic cover or break it apart 
• A broken plastic cover indicates mechanical opening
 - 88362E/S4 Complete: Inside plate with opening device accessory and 
   cylinder plate for the outside
 - 88362E/S4 Opening  Inside plate with opening device accessory
  accessory:

88362/S3

Field of application
For narrow profi le lock 1380, 1385 and 13 585 in doors with narrow frame profi les 
and equipped with access control system, to prevent opening via thumbturn.

Features 
• Material: Zinc 
• Finish: Bright chrome, satin chrome 
• For inside assembling in combination with external Assa oval cylinder 
• Assembled with four through-going screws 
• A plastic cover is fi tted over the thumbturn in order to prevent uncontrolled opening 
• The plastic cover can be replaced after opening  
• Not recommended for doors in evacuation paths

Function
• To open the door, smash in the plastic cover or break it apart  
• A broken plastic cover indicates mechanical opening

 - 88362/S3 Complete: Inside plate with opening device accessory and 
   cylinder plate for the outside 
 - 88362/S3 Opening  Inside plate with opening device 
  accessory:

Opening Accessories S4 for Narrow Profi le Locks, 
Evolution-series
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Cylinder Accessories S3 for Narrow Profi le Locks, 
Classic-series

Cylinder Accessories, Narrow Profi le Locks

44159, 44459

Field of application
Decorative cylinder accessories for interior and exterior locking.

Features
• Material: Zinc 
• Finish: Bright chrome, satin chrome 
• Length of the screws and thumbturn follower are chosen according 
 to the door thickness  
• Suits narrow profi le cylinder latch locks

Function
• Blind plate is available for one-way cylinder function 
 - 44159 With blind plate and cylinder plate
 - 44459 For fi tting double cylinder

44859, 44959

Field of application
Decorative cylinder accessories for interior and exterior locking.

Features
• Material: Zinc 
• Finish: Bright chrome, satin chrome 
• Length of the screws and thumbturn follower are chosen according 
 to the door thickness 
• Suits narrow profi le cylinder latch locks

Function
 - 44859 With thumbturn plate and cylinder plate
 - 44959 With thumbturn plate and blind plate

44859

44959

44159

44459
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Cylinder Accessories, Narrow Profi le Locks

Cylinder Accessories S3 for Narrow Profi le Locks, 
Classic-series

Cylinder Accessories, Narrow Profi le Locks

55059, 55159, 55459

Field of application
Decorative cylinder accessories for interior and exterior locking.

Features
• Material: Zinc 
• Finish: Bright chrome, satin chrome  
• Length of the screws and thumbturn follower are chosen according 
 to the door thickness 
• Suits narrow profi le cylinder latch locks

Function
• Blind plate is available for one-way cylinder function  
• Handle function with return spring
 - 55059:  With handle plates and without cylinder opening
 - 55159:  With handle plate and handle plate with cylinder opening
 - 55459:  With handle plates for fi tting double cylinder

55859, 55959

Field of application
Decorative cylinder accessories for interior and exterior locking.

Features
• Material: Zinc 
• Finish: Bright chrome, satin chrome  
• Length of the screws and thumbturn follower are chosen according 
 to the door thickness 
• Suits narrow profi le cylinder latch locks

Function
• Blind plate is available for one-way cylinder function  
• Handle function with return spring
 - 55859: With handle and thumbturn plate plus handle plate with   
  cylinder opening
 - 55959: With handle and thumbturn plate plus handle plate without 
  cylinder opening

55059

55159

55459

55859

55959
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Cylinder Accessories S4 for Narrow Profi le Locks, 
Evolution-series

Cylinder Accessories, Narrow Profi le Locks

44159E, 44459E

Field of application
Decorative cylinder accessories for interior and exterior locking.

Features
• Material: Zinc 
• Finish: Bright chrome, satin chrome 
• Length of the screws and thumbturn follower are chosen according 
 to the door thickness 
• Suits narrow profi le Evolution cylinder locks with 35 mm backset

Function
• Blind plate is available for one-way cylinder function  
 - 44159E: With blind plate and cylinder plate
 - 44459E: For fi tting double cylinder 

44859E, 44959E

Field of application
Decorative cylinder accessories for interior and exterior locking.

Features
• Material: Zinc 
• Finish: Bright chrome, satin chrome 
• Length of the screws and thumbturn follower are chosen according 
 to the door thickness 
• Suits narrow profi le Evolution cylinder locks with 35 mm backset

Function
-  44859E:  With thumbturn plate and cylinder plate
-  44959E:  With thumbturn plate and blind plate

Distance Plate S4 ROT

Field of application
Used when a 28 mm backset lock case is replaced by one with 35 mm.

Features
• Material: Stainless steel 
• Finish: Satin steel 
• Distance plate thickness: 1,5 mm

Function
The distance plate covers existing groundwork on the door when a 28 mm backset 
narrow profi le lock case is replaced by a 35 mm backset lock case of the Evolution 
series.

44159E

44459E

44859E

44959E
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Cylinder Accessories S4 for Narrow Profi le Locks, 
Evolution-series

Cylinder Accessories, Narrow Profi le Locks

55059E, 55159E, 55459E

Field of application
Decorative cylinder accessories for interior and exterior locking.

Features
• Material: Zinc 
• Finish: Bright chrome, satin chrome 
• Length of the screws and thumbturn follower are chosen according
 to the door thickness 
• Suits narrow profi le Evolution cylinder locks with 35 mm backset

Function
• Blind plate is available for one-way cylinder function 
• Handle function with return spring
 - 55059E:  With handle plates without cylinder opening
 - 55159E:  With handle plate and handle plate with cylinder opening
 - 55459E:  With handle plates for fi tting double cylinder

55859E, 55959E

Field of application
Decorative cylinder accessories for interior and exterior locking.

Features
• Material: Zinc 
• Finish: Bright chrome, satin chrome 
• Length of the screws and thumbturn follower are chosen according 
 to the door thickness 
• Suits narrow profi le Evolution cylinder locks with 35 mm backset

Function
• Blind plate is available for one-way cylinder function 
• Handle function with return spring
 - 55859E:  With handle and thumbturn plate plus handle plate with cylinder 
  opening
 - 55959E:  With handle and thumbturn plate plus handle plate without 
  cylinder opening

55059E

55159E

55459E

55859E

55959E
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Security Accessories, Narrow Profi le Locks

High Security Accessories for Narrow Profi le 
Locks, Classic-series

4559, 4659, 4759

Field of application
For night-time locking of shops, department stores, offi ces etc.

Features
• Material: Steel 
• Finish: Bright chrome 
• Fits Assa oval single or double cylinders 
• Suits narrow profi le lock Assa 13787
• Assembled with 3 hardened steel bolts and 3 one-way screws 
 plus hardened nipples 
• Can be complemented with 2 mm or 4 mm distance plates to fi t 
 different door thicknesses

Function 
• The cylinder accessories prevents damage on the cylinder in case of an attack  
• The bolt-through fi xing and the steel plates reinforces the door and increases 
 the ability to resist physical damage
 - 4559:        For double cylinder
 - 4659:        For single cylinder, outside assembling only
 - 4759:        For single cylinder, inside assembling only

4559

4759

4659
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Security Accessories, Narrow Profi le Locks

High Security Accessories for Narrow Profi le 
Locks, Evolution-series

4559E, 4659E, 4759E, 5559E, 5659E, 5759E

Field of application
For night-time locking of shops, department stores, offi ces etc.

Features
• Material: Steel 
• Finish: Bright chrome 
• Fits Assa oval single or double cylinder 
• Suits mechanical and motorised narrow profi le Evolution locks with hook bolt 
• Assembled with 3 hardened steel bolts and 3 one-way screws plus 
 hardened nipples 
• Can be complemented with 2 mm or 4 mm distance plates to fi t different 
 door thicknesses 
• 4559E, 4559E RC, 4659E RC, 4759E and 4759E RC can also be 
 assembled with motor lock Assa 811-35

Function
• The cylinder accessories prevents damage on the cylinder in case of an attack 
• The bolt-through fi xing and the steel plates reinforces the door and increases the ability to resist 
physical damage
 - 4559E:        For double cylinder. They suit modular lock Assa 811-35
 - 4659E:        For single cylinder, outside assembling only. They suit modular lock Assa 811-35
 - 4759E:        For single cylinder, inside assembling only. They suit modular lock Assa 811-35
 - 5559E: For double cylinder, with handle
 - 5659E:        For single cylinder, outside assembling only, with handle
 - 5759E:  For single cylinder, inside only assembling, with handle

4559E
4759E

4659E

5559E
5759E5659E5659E

5559E
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Thumbturn Accessories, Motor Locks

Thumbturn Accessories for Motor Locks, 
Modular

Thumbturn Adapter 257

Field of application 
For motor lock Assa 8000S and Assa 8001S in combination with cylinder 
accessory 256.

Features
• Finish: Bright nickel 
• Complements cylinder accessory 256, assembled under the thumbturn 
• Built-in return spring in the thumbturn washer

Function
When the thumbturn is turned for opening the return spring tightens, the 
tightened spring then brings the thumbturn into the initial position when released.

Thumbturn Cylinder, Round

Field of application
For motor locks in combination with Assa round outside cylinder. Can just 
as suitably be used with other Assa Modular or Evolution lock cases with 
50 mm back set.

Features
• Used as thumbturn in combination with an outside round cylinder
• Built-in, magnetic return mechanism for automatic and smooth regain of 
 initial thumbturn position 
• Used in combination with Assa accessory 3212

Function
When the thumbturn is turned for opening the magnetic return mechanism 
brings the  thumbturn back to its original position.

Thumbturn Cylinder, Oval

Field of application
Primarily designed for motor locks in combination with Assa oval outside cylinder. 
Can just as suitably be used with other lock cases with 35 or 50 mm back set that 
have a 360°-key turning function, such as the Assa 8765 and Assa 410 lock cases.

Features
• Used as thumbturn in combination with an outside oval cylinder
• Built-in, magnetic return mechanism for automatic and smooth regain of 
 initial thumbturn position 

Function
When the thumbturn is turned for opening the magnetic return mechanism 
brings the  thumbturn back to its original position.
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Thumbturn Accessories, Motor Locks

Opening Device Accessories for Motor Locks, 
Modular

Opening Device Accessory 8060

Field of application
For motor locks 8000S and 8001S.

Features
• For inside assembling in combination with an external Assa oval cylinder 
• A plastic dome is fi tted over the thumbturn in order to prevent 
 uncontrolled opening 
• The plastic dome can be replaced after opening 
• Not recommended for doors in evacuation paths

Function
• To open the door via the thumbturn, smash in the plastic dome or 
 break it apart 
• A broken plastic dome indicates mechanical opening

The thumbturn has a holding mechanism that keeps the motor lock in an unlocked 
position after opening. This function must be mechanically restored to put the 
device in operation after opening. 

Opening Device Accessories, Motor Locks
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Opening Device Accessories, Motor Locks

Opening Device Accessory 84562E

Field of application 
Opening device accessory for the motorised narrow profi le hookbolt lock 
Assa 811S-35 in the Evolution series.

Features
• Material: Steel 
• Finish: Bright chrome 
• For inside assembling in combination with an external Assa oval cylinder 
• Thumbturn cylinder with a thumbturn for the inside is included  
• A plastic cover is mounted fi xed over the thumbturn 
• Assembled with 3 hardened steel bolts and 3 one-way screws plus 
 hardened nipples 
• Standard for 65 mm door thickness with the lock case assembled in the center 
• Can be complemented with 2 mm or 4 mm distance plates to fi t different 
 door thicknesses 
• Not recommended for doors in evacuation paths

Function
To open the door via the thumbturn, smash in the plastic dome or break it apart.
 - 84562: Inside plate with opening device accessory and cylinder plate 
  for the outside
 - 84562:1 Inside plate with opening device accessory
 - 84562:2 Opening device accessory only

Opening Device Accessories for Narrow Profi le 
Motor Locks, Evolution

Opening Device Accessory 84562

Field of application 
For hook bolt lock Assa 8087S. For inside assembling in combination with 
an external oval cylinder.

Features
• Material: Steel 
• Finish: Bright chrome  
• For inside assembling in combination with an external Assa oval cylinder 
• Thumbturn cylinder with a thumbturn for the inside is included 
• A plastic cover is mounted fi xed over the thumbturn 
• Assembled with 3 hardened steel bolts and 3 one-way screws plus 
 hardened nipples 
• Standard for 65 mm door thickness with the lock case assembled in the center  
• Can be complemented with 2 mm or 4 mm distance plates to fi t different
 door thicknesses 
• Not recommended for doors in evacuation paths

Function
To open the door via the thumbturn, smash in the plastic dome or break it apart.
 - 84562: Inside plate with opening device accessory and cylinder plate for 
  the outside
 - 84562:1 Inside plate with opening device accessory
 - 84562:2 Opening device accessory only

Opening Device Accessories for Narrow Profi le 
Motor Locks, Classic
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Opening Device Accessories, Motor Locks Security Accessories, Motor Locks

High Security Accessories for Narrow Profi le 
Motor Locks, Classic

84559, 84659, 84759

Field of application
For night-time locking of shops, department stores, offi ces etc. in 
combination with hook bolt motor lock Assa 8087S.

Features
• Material: Steel 
• Finish: Bright chrome  
• For Assa narrow profi le motor locks 
• Assembled with 3 hardened steel bolts and 3 one-way screws plus 
 hardened nipples 
• Can be complemented with 2 mm or 4 mm distance plates to fi t 
 different door thicknesses

Function
• The cylinder accessories prevents damage on the cylinder in case 
 of an attack  
• The bolt-through fi xing and the steel plates reinforces the door and 
 increases the ability to resist physical damage
 - 84559:        For double cylinder
 - 84659:        For single cylinder, outside assembling only
 - 84759:        For single cylinder, inside assembling only

84759

84559

84659

Security Accessories for Narrow 
Profi le Locks, Evolution-series, 
look at page 75.
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Wall Key Deposit

Miscellaneous Accessories

Wall Key Deposit 390877

Field of application
Wall key deposit for local service keys etc.

Features
• Complemented with cylinder and suitable lever handle for assembling 
 in wall according to the instructions for use 
• Available with built-in micro switch for alarm device 
• Assembled recessed in the wall at 1,5-2 m height recommended 
• Wall key deposit: 45 mm Ø. Length: 137 mm

Can be combined with following cylinders:
Cylinder Twin Pro 6118 
Cylinder Twin Global 7618
Cylinder Twin 6518

390877-100 Key deposit tube
390877-130 Key deposit tube with micro-switch
491859 Hardened socket for frontal protection. 51 mm Ø. Length: 25 mm
466646 Fixing plate with bolt and nut. 60 mm Ø
806193 Lock case holder used with oval cylinder, e.g. 6101

390877

806193
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Wall Key Deposit Rim Lock Cover, Automatic Sealing Threshold

Rim Lock Cover 2896

Field of application 
For surface mounting of modular locks in thin doors and gates.

Features 
• Material: Bright nickel-plated steel 
• Can be assembled with screws (ø 6 mm), rivets or by welding 
• For symmetrical lock cases in the modular lock case series 
• For lock cases with 50 mm backset

Function
Provides surface mounting of modular locks

Miscellaneous Accessories

Automatic Sealing Threshold Assa T 100

Field of application
For fi re, smoke and sound isolation in wooden swing doors where a regular
threshold cannot be mounted.

Features
• Flush mounting on the lower edge of the door or with a surface mounting list 
• Available in several lengths as standard and can easily be adapted to doors 
 between 288 mm to 1324 mm, other lengths can be ordered  
• Easy to adjust for fl oor chinks 5-20 mm 
• When fl ush mounted it’s approved for fi re resisting doors class EI 30 
• When fl ush mounted it’s approved for RW 30 dB if mounted in 35 dB door 
• Minimum of 2 million openings 
• Suits both right and left doors

Function
• When the door is closed and the adjustable pin meets the door frame, the sealing  
 threshold is lowered quickly and silently against the fl oor. When the door is opened  
 and the adjustable pin leaves the door frame, the mechanism lifts the sealing list 
 immediately so that it doesn’t scrape the fl oor during opening. 
• The sealing threshold is designed to level automatically if the fl oor slopes and 
 to function silently. 

Accessories
Strikes for the short ends of the sealing threshold.
Aluminium strip for surface mounting. 
Note! Not approved for fi re and sound classifi cation.

69

30
2

5-
20

External mounting strip made of aluminium
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Assa Support-series

Lever Handle Support

Features
• Material: Zinc
• Finish standard: Miralloy (nickel proof) 
• Fits all Assa modular locks, inner door locks and all lock cases with 
 fi xings that are 30° offset from the horizontal

Function
• Built-in return spring maintain to keep the lever handle in the right 
 position 
• Assembled with through-going M5 screws and nipples 
• Standard for door thicknesses 40-57 mm and 58-75 mm 
• Recommended lock case: Assa 565 HD

Door Thumbturn Support

Features
• Material: Zinc
• Finish standard: Miralloy (nickel proof) 
• Fits Assa standard assortment of cylinder- and toilet accessories in
 the modular lock series

Function
Only recommended for lock cases with 90º cylinder turn, e.g. Assa 565 HD.

Window Handle Support

Features
• Material: Zinc
• Finish standard: Miralloy (nickel proof) 
• Fits window espagnolettes, e.g. Fix

Function
• Built-in support spring to facilitate opening and closing manoeuvres 
• Assembled with enclosed wood screws

Field of application
Exit devices with ergonomic design that facilitate the opening of doors 
and windows for all, especially people with varios grades of disability

Assa Support-series
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Assa Support-series

Climate Protection

Field of application
Ideal for gates and doors in demanding environments. Protects the 
cylinder against e.g. rain, snow and dust.

Features
• Material: Stainless steel and rubber 
• Suits Assa round and oval cylinders

Function
• Assembled under the cylinder ring 
• Pre-drilled holes for fi xing screws or welding

Climate Protection / Door Stop 

Door Stops 

Field of application
Door stops for wall or fl oor mounting to prevent the door from causing damage. 
The door stops have a thought out design and are made of stainless steel which 
guarantees a long life and high quality.

Features
• Finish: Satin brushed stainless steel and black rubber
• Mounted on the wall or fl oor with enclosed screws

Function
• Prevents the door from causing damage
• Facilitates fl oor cleaning when mounted on wall

- 25 mm - fl oor mounted, ø 45 mm
- 55 mm - fl oor mounted, ø 20 mm
- 70 mm - wall mounted, Rose: ø 50 x 5 mm
- 45 mm - fl oor mounted, Rose: ø 50 x 5 mm
- 75 mm - wall or fl oor mounted, Rose: ø 50 x 5 mm

25 mm

55 mm

70 mm

45 mm

75 mm
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Panic Exit Device, Modular Locks

Assa Panic Exit Device 1125

Field of application
Panic exit device for outgoing hinged door. Combined with a Assa fl ush lock case 
1525 or 1526 with 50 mm backset. Ideally suited for emergency escape doors in 
shopping malls, hotels, schools, hospitals, theatres, arenas etc. where panic can 
arise during evacuation.

Features
• Panic exit device with horizontal pushbar 
• A muntin bar is needed when mounted 
• Certifi cated and CE approved according to the European Standard
 EN 1125 and Construction Products Directive 89/106/EEG 
• Approved for mounting in fi re resisting doors 
 up to and including class E/EI60 
• Available in various lengths for various door module dimensions

 - 1125 M8   For door leaf width; 670-815 mm
 - 1125 M9-10 For door leaf width; 816-1010 mm
 - 1125 M11-14 For door leaf width; 1011-1300 mm

• All visible parts in satin brushed stainless steel 
• Available in left or right suited versions 
• Fits cylinder kit Assa 725, 4625, 4825, 5625, 5825, 6525 and 7625

Function 
• The door can always be opened from the inside by using the panic exit device 
• Micro-switch function indicates use of the panic exit device 
• Authorised passage by key from both the inside and the outside is always possible 
• With a handle on the outside of the door it’s possible to regain entry

Accessory 3325 and 3425 for Panic Exit Device Assa 1125

Field of application
Accessory for decorative and functional mounting in combination with panic 
pushbar Assa 1125 and lock case Assa 1525 alt 1526.

Features
• Material: Brass 
• For assembling with cylinder types: Assa 725, 4625, 4825, 5625, 5825, 
 6525 alt. 7625 
• Available in several decorative fi nishes

Function 
Accessory for decorative and functional mounting
• 3325:  Decorative cylinder socket and round cylinder ring.
  Lever handle Assa 6696 for the outside. The external 
  handle on the door makes it possible to regain entry.
• 3425:  Decorative cylinder socket and round cylinder ring. 
  Cover plate for outside lever handle space.
  After opening the door return to locked position and
  cannot be opened from the outside without key.

Panic Exit Device

All products are certifi ed and CE 
approved according to the European 
Standard EN 179 or EN 1125 and 
Construction Products Directive 
89/106/EEG 

Plaese see our webbpage: www.assa.se

3325

3425
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Panic Exit Device, Modular Locks

Lock Case Evolution for Panic Exit Device Assa 1125 

Lock case 740-50, -70:
• Lock case with hookbolt and lever handle latchbolt 
• Regain of entry is possible by outside lever handle
• Lever handle latchbolt keeps the door closed in case of fi re 
• Can be combined with electric strike STEP 18/28 
• Available with ME micro switch for indication if the hookbolt is 
 locked/unlocked plus indication of use of the exit device handle 
• Authorized opening with key via the cylinder
• Intended for use with panic exit device Assa 1125

Lock case 761-50, -70:
• Lock case with interlocked cylinder latchbolt and lever handle latchbolt 
• Regain of entry is possible by outside lever handle in combination with the 
 electric strike which automatically switches to an unlocked position after 
 indication from the fi re alarm or evacuation alarm 
• Lever handle latchbolt keeps the door closed in case of fi re 
• Cylinder latchbolt, lockable into lock case with lock-back key
• Can be combined with electric strike SOLID Standard, for example 575
• Available with MG micro switch for indication if the hookbolt is 
 locked/unlocked plus indication of use of the exit device handle 
• Authorized opening with key via the cylinder
• Intended for use with panic exit device Assa 1125

Lock case 762-50, -70:
• Lock case with interlocked cylinder latchbolt and lever handle latchbolt 
• Regain of entry is possible by outside lever handle in combination with the 
 electric strike which automatically switches to an unlocked position after 
 indication from the fi re alarm or evacuation alarm 
• Lever handle latchbolt keeps the door closed in case of fi re 
• Cylinder latch bolt not lockable into lock case
• Can be combined with electric strike SOLID Standard, for example 575
• Available with MG micro switch for indication if the hookbolt is 
 locked/unlocked plus indication of use of the exit device handle 
• Authorized opening with key via the cylinder
• Intended for use with panic exit device Assa 1125

Lock case 767-50, -70:
• Lock case with interlocked cylinder latchbolt and lever handle latchbolt 
• After opening no re-locking of cylinder latch gives possibility for re-entrance.   
 Reset by cylinder function.
• Lever handle latchbolt keeps the door closed in case of fi re 
• Can be combined with electric strike SOLID Standard, for example 575
• Available with ME micro switch for indication if the hookbolt is 
 locked/unlocked plus indication of use of the exit device handle 
• Authorized opening with key via the cylinder
• Intended for use with panic exit device Assa 1125

Lock case 772-50, -70:
• Lock case with interlocked cylinder latchbolt
• Cylinder latchbolt keeps the door closed in case of fi re
• Cylinder latch bolt not lockable into lock case
• Can be combined with electric strike SOLID Standard, for example 575
• Available with MG micro switch for indication if the hookbolt is 
 locked/unlocked plus indication of use of the exit device handle 
• Authorized opening with key via the cylinder
• Intended for use with panic exit device Assa 1125 772-50772-50

767-50767-50

762-50762-50

761-50761-50

740-50740-50

New latch bolt design for 
decreased opening force
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Assa Panic Exit Device 1125:1

Field of application
Panic exit device used for passive door leaf of outgoing modular profi le double 
doors. Ideally suited for emergency escape doors in shopping malls, hotels, schools, 
hospitals, theatres, arenas etc. where panic can arise during evacuation.

Features
• Panic exit device with horizontal pushbar 
• Certifi cated and CE approved according to the European Standard 
 EN 1125 and Construction Products Directive 89/106/EEG 
• Approved for mounting in fi re resisting doors up to and including class E/EI 60 
• Available in different lengths for different door module dimensions:
     - 1125 M8 For door leaf width; 670-815 mm
     - 1125 M9-10 For door leaf width; 816-1010 mm
     - 1125 M11-13 For door leaf width; 1011-1300 mm
• All visible parts in satin brushed stainless steel 
• Available in left or right suited versions 
• Operates by vertical rods and externally placed deadlocked latches 
• Maximum height of door leaf is 2130 mm. With an extension set the 
 maximum height of the door leaf extends to 3100 mm

Function 
• The passive door leaf can be opened from the inside irrespective of the 
 active door leaf by using the pushbar 
• Micro-switch function indicates use of the panic exit device 

Panic Exit Device

Panic Exit Device, Modular Locks

All products are certifi ed and CE 
approved according to the European 
Standard EN 179 or EN 1125 and 
Construction Products Directive 
89/106/EEG 

Plaese see our webbpage: www.assa.se

The Assa product range is continuously improving.

Please visit our homepage www.assa.se 

for the latest information 

regarding our product range.
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Doorguide Assa 2010

Application
For dual doors in fi re cell with door coordinator.

Features
• Material: Steel 
• Jointed function with roll-wheel of steel

Function
• Mounted on upper side of passive door leaf on
 door in fi re cell equipped with door coordinator 
• Supports safe closing after exit through an opening function of the active 
 door leaf triggered by the opening of the passive door leaf, which ensures 
 that the door leaves closes in the right order and fi reproof enclosure is provided

Panic Exit Device, Accessories
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Assa Panic Exit Device 1130:1

Field of application 
Panic exit device used for passive door leaf of outgoing narrow profi le double doors. 
Ideally suited for emergency escape doors in shopping malls, hotels, schools, hospi-
tals, theatres, arenas etc. where panic can arise during evacuation.

Features
• Panic exit device with horizontal pushbar 
• Certifi cated and CE approved according to the European Standard 
 EN 1125 and Construction Products Directive 89/106/EEG 
• Approved for mounting in fi re resisting doors up to and including class E/EI60 
• Pushbar available in two alternative lengths for different door widths;
 - Pushbar 900 mm
 - Pushbar 1150 mm
• The pushbar is easily cut to fi t the actual width of the door leaf 
• Pushbar and cover parts are made of satin brushed stainless steel 
• Available in left or right suited versions 
• Operates by vertical rods and externally placed latches 
• Maximum height of door leaf is 2130 mm. With an extension set the 
 maximum height of the door leaf extends to 3100 mm

Function 
• The passive door leaf can be opened from the inside irrespective of the 
 active door leaf by using the pushbar 
• Micro-switch function indicates use of the panic exit device

Assa Panic Exit Device 1130

Field of application
Panic exit device for outgoing modular or narrow profi le doors. To be combined 
with a fl ush exit lock device Assa 1326 for panic pushbars. Ideally suited for 
emergency escape doors in shopping malls, hotels, schools, hospitals, 
theatres, arenas etc. where panic can arise during evacuation.

Features
• Panic exit device with horizontal pushbar 
• Certifi cated and CE approved according to the European Standard 
 EN 1125 and Construction Products Directive 89/106/EEG 
• Approved for mounting in fi re resisting doors up to and including class E/EI60 
• Pushbar available in two alternative lengths for different door widths;
 - Pushbar 900 mm
 - Pushbar 1150 mm
• The pushbar is easily cut to fi t the actual width of the door leaf 
• Pushbar and cover parts are made of satin brushed stainless steel 
• Available in left or right suited versions 
• Can be combined with accessories from Assa S4 narrow profi le 
 assortment for the outside of the door

Function
• The door can always be opened from the inside by using the pushbar 
• Micro-switch indicates use of pushbar 
• Authorized passage by key from outside is always possible 
• With an external handle on the door it’s possible to regain entry 

Panic Exit Device, Narrow Profi le Locks and 
Modular Locks 

All products are certifi ed and CE 
approved according to the European 
Standard EN 179 or EN 1125 and 
Construction Products Directive 
89/106/EEG 

Plaese see our webbpage: www.assa.se
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Panic Exit Device, Narrow Profi le Locks and Modular Locks

Lock Case Evolution for Panic Exit Device Assa 1130 

Lock case 740-35, -50, -70:
• Lock case with hookbolt and lever handle latchbolt
• Regain of entry is possible by outside lever handle
• Lever handle latchbolt keeps the door closed in case of fi re 
• Can be combined with electric strike STEP 18/28
• Available with ME micro switch for indication of locked/unlocked 
 hookbolt plus indication of use of tha panic exit device
• Authorized opening with key via the cylinder
• Intended for use with panic exit device Assa 1130

Lock case 761-35, -50, -70:
• Lock case with interlocked cylinder latchbolt and lever handle latchbolt 
• Regain of entry is possible by outside lever handle in combination with  
 the electric strike which automatically switches to an unlocked position  
 after indication from the fi re alarm or evacuation alarm 
• Lever handle latchbolt keeps the door closed in case of fi re 
• Cylinder latchbolt, lockable into lock case with lock-back key
• Can be combined with electric strike SOLID Standard, for example 575
• Available with MG micro switch for indication of locked/unlocked 
 hookbolt plus indication of use of tha panic exit device
• Authorized opening with key via the cylinder
• Intended for use with panic exit device Assa 1130

Lock case 762-35, -50, -70:
• Lock case with interlocked cylinder latchbolt and lever handle latchbolt 
• Regain of entry is possible by outside lever handle in combination with  
 the electric strike which automatically switches to an unlocked position  
 after indication from the fi re alarm or evacuation alarm 
• Lever handle latchbolt keeps the door closed in case of fi re 
• Cylinder latch bolt not lockable into lock case
• Can be combined with electric strike SOLID Standard, for example 575
• Available with MG micro switch for indication of locked/unlocked 
 hookbolt plus indication of use of tha panic exit device
• Authorized opening with key via the cylinder
• Intended for use with panic exit device Assa 1130

Lock case 767-35, -50, -70:
• Lock case with interlocked cylinder latchbolt and lever handle latchbolt 
• After opening no re-locking of cylinder latch gives possibility for 
 re-entrance. Reset by cylinder function.
• Lever handle latchbolt keeps the door closed in case of fi re 
• Can be combined with electric strike SOLID Standard, for example 575
• Available with ME micro switch for indication of locked/unlocked 
 hookbolt plus indication of use of tha panic exit device
• Authorized opening with key via the cylinder
• Intended for use with panic exit device Assa 1130

Lock case 772-35, -50, -70:
• Lock case with interlocked cylinder latchbolt 
• Cylinder latchbolt keeps the door closed in case of fi re 
• Cylinder latch bolt not lockable into lock case
• Can be combined with electric strike SOLID Standard, for example 575
• Available with MG micro switch for indication of locked/unlocked 
 hookbolt plus indication of use of tha panic exit device
• Authorized opening with key via the cylinder
• Intended for use with panic exit device Assa 1130

772-50

767-50

762-50

761-50

740-50

772-35772-35

767-35767-35

762-35762-35

761-35761-35

740-35740-35

New latch bolt design for 
decreased opening force
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Emergency Exit Device Assa 179

Emergency Exit Device, Modular Locks

Field of application
Assa 179 series is intended for hinged modular doors in escape paths where no 
special exit routines are set. The lock is operated by a one-hand grip which 
provides a safe exit. The 179-series offers several types of lock cases which 
provides functional solutions fi t for different demands, for example the need of 
regain of entry in case of fi re and smoke in the escape path.

Features
• Emergency exit device Assa 179 is certifi ed and CE approved according   
 to the European Standard EN 179 and Construction Products Directive 
 89/106/EEG, and is also approved for mounting in fi re resisting doors up to
 and including class EI 60 (711-50/70 not included) 
• The lock case is available with a built-in microswitch which indicates use 
 of the emergency exit handle, and indication for locked/unlocked deadbolt 
 alternative deadlocked latch 
• Available in all of Assa’s fi nishes

Function
• The door can always be opened from inside by the emergency exit handle 
• Depending on lock case model, regain of entry is possible by outside 
 lever handle 
• The lock case models can be used in combination with electric strike STEP 
 18/28 for integration in access control systems 
• Authorized opening with a key is always possible from both in- and outside   
 without affecting the alarm system 
• Available with security sealing thread 
• The 3 mm distance plate 179 is recommended for doors with a C-measurement
 less than 22 mm 

179A

179B

179A-2

179B-2

179A fi ts the following Assa lock cases:
710-50/70
721-50/70
722-50/70
727-50/70

179B fi ts the following Assa lock cases:
711-50/70
732-50/70

The Assa product range is continuously improving.

Please visit our homepage www.assa.se 

for the latest information 

regarding our product range.
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Emergency Exit Device, Modular Locks

Lock Case Evolution for Emergency Exit Device Assa 179
Lock case 710-50/70
• Lock case with hookbolt and lever handle latchbolt 
• Regain of entry is possible by outside lever handle 
• Lever handle latchbolt keeps the door closed in case of fi re  
• Can be combined with electric strike STEP 18/28 
• Available with ME micro switch for indication if the hookbolt is locked/unlocked 
 plus indication of use of the exit device handle 
• Authorized opening with key via the cylinder 
• Intended for use with accessory 179 A

Lock case 711-50/70:
• Lock case with hookbolt 
• No door holding in case of fi re 
• Can be combined with electric strike STEP 18/28 
• Available with ME microswitch for indication if hookbolt is locked/unlocked 
 plus indication of use of the exit device handle 
• Authorized opening with key via the cylinder 
• Intended for use with accessory 179 B

Lock case 721-50/70:
• Lock case with interlocked cylinder latchbolt and lever handle latchbolt 
• Regain of entry is possible by outside lever handle in combination with 
 the electric strike which automatically switches to an unlocked position 
 after indication from the fi re alarm or evacuation alarm 
• Lever handle latchbolt keeps the door closed in case of fi re 
• Cylinder latchbolt, lockable into lock case with lock-back key
• Can be combined with electric strike SOLID Standard, for example 575
• Available with MG microswitch for indication if hookbolt is locked/unlocked 
 plus indication of use of the exit device handle 
• Authorized opening with key via the cylinder
• Intended for use with accessory 179 A

Lock case 722-50/70:
• Lock case with interlocked cylinder latchbolt and lever handle latchbolt 
• Regain of entry is possible by outside lever handle in combination with the 
 electric strike which automatically switches to an unlocked position after 
 indication from the fi re alarm or evacuation alarm 
• Lever handle latchbolt keeps the door closed in case of fi re
• Cylinder latch bolt not lockable into lock case
• Can be combined with electric strike SOLID Standard, for example 575
• Available with MG microswitch for indication if hookbolt is locked/unlocked 
 plus indication of use of the exit device handle 
• Authorized opening with key via the cylinder
• Intended for use with accessory 179 A

Lock case 727-50/70:
• Lock case with interlocked cylinder latchbolt and lever handle latchbolt
• After opening no re-locking of cylinder latch gives possibility for 
 re-entrance. Reset by cylinder function.
• Lever handle latchbolt keeps the door closed in case of fi re
• Can be combined with electric strike SOLID Standard, for example 575
• Available with ME microswitch for indication if hookbolt is locked/unlocked 
 plus indication of use of the exit device handle 
• Authorized opening with key via the cylinder
• Intended for use with accessory 179 A

Lock case 732-50/70:
• Lock case with interlocked cylinder latchbolt
• Cylinder latchbolt keeps the door closed in case of fi re
• Cylinder latch bolt not lockable into lock case
• Can be combined with electric strike SOLID Standard, for example 575
• Available with MG microswitch for indication if hookbolt is locked/unlocked 
 plus indication of use of the exit device handle 
• Authorized opening with key via the cylinder
• Intended for use with accessory 179 B

710-50710-50

711-50711-50

721-50721-50

722-50722-50

727-50727-50

732-50732-50
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Field of application
Assa 179 S4 series is intended for hinged narrow profi le doors in escape paths 
where no special exit routines are set. The lock is operated by a one-hand grip 
which provides a safe exit. The 179 S4 series offers several types of lock cases 
which provides functional solutions fi t for different demands, for example the need 
of regain of entry in case of fi re and smoke in the escape path.

Features
• Emergency exit device Assa 179 S4 is certifi ed and CE approved according 
 to the European Standard EN 179 and Construction Products Directive 
 89/106/EEG, and is also approved for mounting in fi re resisting doors up to
 and including class EI 60 (711-35 not included) 
• The lock case is available with a built-in microswitch which indicates use 
 of the emergency exit handle, and indication for locked/unlocked deadbolt 
 alternative deadlocked latch 
• Available in bright chrome or satin chrome

Function
• The door can always be opened from inside by the emergency exit handle 
• Depending on lock case model, regain of entry is possible by outside 
 lever handle 
• The lock case models can be used in combination with electric strike STEP 
 18/28 for integration in access control systems 
• Authorized opening with a key is always possible from both in- and outside 
 without affecting the alarm system 
• Available with security sealing thread 
• The 3 mm distance plate S3/S4 is recommended for doors with a C-measurement
 less than 22 mm 

Emergency Exit Device, Narrow Profi le Evolution

Emergency Exit Device Assa 179 S4

179A S4 fi ts the following Assa lock cases:
710-35
721-35
722-35
727-35

179B S4 fi ts the following Assa lock cases:
711-35
732-35

179A S4

179A S4 DC

179A-2 S4

179B S4

179B S4 DC

179B-2 S4
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Emergency Exit Device, Narrow Profi le Evolution

710-35710-35

Lock case 710-35
• Lock case with hookbolt and lever handle latchbolt
• Regain of entry is possible by outside lever handle
• Lever handle latchbolt keeps the door closed in case of fi re
• Can be combined with electric strike STEP 18/28
• Available with ME micro switch for indication if the hookbolt is 
 locked/unlocked plus indication of use of the exit device handle
• Authorized opening with key via the cylinder 
• Intended for use with accessory 179 S4 A

Lock case 711-35
• Lock case with hookbolt
• Regain of entry is possible by outside lever handle
• Can be combined with electric strike STEP 18/28
• Available with ME micro switch for indication if the hookbolt is 
 locked/unlocked plus indication of use of the exit device handle
• Authorized opening with key via the cylinder 
• Intended for use with accessory 179 S4 B

Lock case721-35
• Lock case with hookbolt and lever handle latchbolt
• Regain of entry is possible by outside lever handle in combination 
 with the electric strike which automatically switches to an unlocked 
 position after indication from the fi re alarm or evacuation alarm 
• Regain of entry is possible by outside lever handle
• Cylinder latchbolt, lockable into lock case with lock-back key
• Can be combined with electric strike SOLID Standard, for example 575
• Available with MG micro switch for indication if the hookbolt is 
 locked/unlocked plus indication of use of the exit device handle
• Authorized opening with key via the cylinder 
• Intended for use with accessory 179 S4 A

Lock case 722-35
• Lock case with hookbolt and lever handle latchbolt
• Regain of entry is possible by outside lever handle in combination 
 with the electric strike which automatically switches to an unlocked 
 position after indication from the fi re alarm or evacuation alarm
• Regain of entry is possible by outside lever handle
• Cylinder latch bolt not lockable into lock case
• Can be combined with electric strike SOLID Standard, for example 575
• Available with MG micro switch for indication if the hookbolt is 
 locked/unlocked plus indication of use of the exit device handle
• Authorized opening with key via the cylinder 
• Intended for use with accessory 179 S4 A

Lock case 727-35
• Lock case with hookbolt and lever handle latchbolt
• After opening no re-locking of cylinder latch gives possibility for re-entrance.   
 Reset by cylinder function.
• Regain of entry is possible by outside lever handle
• Can be combined with electric strike SOLID Standard, for example 575
• Available with ME micro switch for indication if the hookbolt is 
 locked/unlocked plus indication of use of the exit device handle
• Authorized opening with key via the cylinder 
• Intended for use with accessory 179 S4 A

Lock case 732-35
• Lock case with interlocked cylinder latchbolt
• Regain of entry is possible by outside lever handle
• Cylinder latchbolt, lockable into lock case with lock-back key
• Can be combined with electric strike SOLID Standard, for example 575
• Available with MG micro switch for indication if the hookbolt is 
 locked/unlocked plus indication of use of the exit device handle
• Authorized opening with key via the cylinder 
• Intended for use with accessory 179 S4 B• Intended for use with accessory 179 S4 B

711-35711-35

721-35721-35

722-35722-35

727-35727-35

732-35732-35

Lock Case Evolution for Emergency Exit Device Assa 179 S4
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Emergency Exit Device 88363, 88364, 188363 of
Assa S3-series

Field of application
Emergency exit device for narrow profi le doors in combination with Assa 1361 
fl ush lock case. Recommended for doors in exit routes where the risk of crowding is 
low. One-hand opening with a separate exit device handle for emergency exit. The 
door automatically returns to locked position after opening

Features
• Material: Zinc 
• Finish: Bright chrome, satin chrome  
• Emergency exit device Assa 179 is certifi cated and CE approved according to 
 the European Standard EN 179 and Construction Products Directive 89/106/  
EEG, and is also approved for mounting in fi re resisting doors up to and including 
 class EI 60 
• The lock case is available with built-in microswitch which indicates use of the 
 emergency exit handle 
• Available in left or right orientated design 
• For assembling in combination with single or double cylinder with cylinder 
 follower 
• The length of the screws and cylinder follower are chosen according to the 
 door thickness

Function
• The door can always be opened from inside by the emergency exit handle 
• The emergency exit handle push the deadlocked latchbolt into open position 
• The cylinder provides authorized opening with key from the in- and outside 
• The door can always be opened from the outside when lever handle is mounted 
• Regain of entry is guaranteed when lever handle on the outside is mounted 
• Available with security sealing thread

Emergency Exit Device S3 for 
Narrow Profi le Locks, Classic

88363

88364

188363

Emergency Exit Device, Narrow Profi le Locks
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Emergency Exit Device, Narrow Profi le Locks

Lock Case 1361

Field of application
Lock case for narrow profi le doors in escape paths, combined with 
emergency exit device 88363, 88364, 188363 in the Assa S3 series.

Features 
• Comes with a deadlocked bolt and a combined cylinder / lever latch  
• Includes a steel handle intended for fi re safety doors 
• Available in left and right orientated design

Function 
• Outside
  - Provides around the clock entrance from the outside when lever 
   handle is mounted  
 - Opening of deadlocked bolt with key

• Inside
 - Allows opening from the inside by the panic pushbar which depress 
   the deadlocked bolt 
 - Deadlocks automatically at 14 mm extension and with depressed 
   deadlock bolt 
 - Impossible to fi x the bolt in open position 


